Social Story

Wednesday 9 January: 6pm
Grand Opera House
Great Victoria Street, Belfast, BT2 7HR

This visual story is designed for visitors to the Relaxed Performance of Jack
and the Beanstalk.

This story is intended to help you prepare for a new experience and to help you become
familiar with the surroundings of the Grand Opera House.

Below is an outline of the adjustments that have been made for this performance, as well as
the scenes where some light and sound effects remain, to help you to reduce any potential
distress for your group or family members.

The doors to the auditorium will remain open during the performance. If a member of your
group/family feel that they need a break, they are free to leave and return as they wish.

There is a quiet area in the Circle Bar where you are welcome to sit should any members of
your group/family need some time out of the auditorium. This is located on the second floor,
and can be accessed using the lift or the stairs.
 During this performance, the auditorium lights will be dimmed so there won’t be
complete darkness for the majority of the performance. However, there will be times
where there will be darkness; this is in order to support the visual effects. These have
been kept to a minimum.
 The overall volume of the music and sound effects has been reduced throughout this
performance.
 There are no strobe lighting effects during this performance, however in some of the
musical numbers the lighting does flash at a reduced level.
 There are moving lights around the stage which sweep across the auditorium
throughout the performance.
 There are flashes each time Mother Nature arrives on stage, however these are low
impact noise-wise.
 There are flashing lights and sound effects each time Fleshcreep arrives on stage.
 There are a number of voice-overs when Giant Blunderbore speaks in both Act One
and Act Two.

Act One
Scene One – The Land of the Giants
 Three giants arrive on stage. They are joined by Blunderbore’s giant fist. There will be
some sound and lighting effects. A group of Brownies is led on stage by Fleshcreep,
one is captured by Giant Blunderbore – her legs can be seen dangling from his fist.
 A green flame flashes at the end of the musical number.
 Blunderbore’s voice over.
Scene Two – Outside the Village
 Mother Nature appears with a flash of light.
Scene Three – Old Belfast Town
 There is a motorbike sound heard off stage as Simon arrives on stage.
 There is audience participation using a camera, which is operated by Farmer Paddy
Trot on-stage. Members of the audience feature on a screen on stage. This scene lasts
for around three minutes.
Scene Four – A Pathway in the Village
 Mother Nature appears with a flash of light
Scene Five – The Village Fair
 There is a musical number with repetitive bass notes. This lasts for around three
minutes.
 There is a choreographed roller-skating act on a raised platform.
 Blunderbore’s voice over.
Scene Six - The Road to Market
 Jack sells Bella the Cow.
 There are flashing lights down the side of the stage.

Scene Seven – The Trots’ Cottage
 There is a comedy sketch, featuring a voice over.
 Mother Nature sings a musical number.

Scene Eight – The Magic Beans
 Mother Nature appears with a flash of light.
 In the middle of the musical number there are some flashes as the beanstalk is
revealed.
Scene Nine – The Beanstalk
 Dame May Trot flies off to Cloudland in a helicopter which comes out over the
auditorium. The auditorium will be in darkness for around 3 minutes. There are
moving lights sweeping across the auditorium.
 This is the end of Act One. There will now be a twenty minute interval.

Act Two
Scene One – The Land of the Giants
 There are lighting and thunder sound effects as they enter the Land of the Giants.
While volume levels will be reduced, these may still be quite loud.
 Smoke fills the stage.
 There are lighting effects with Blunderbore’s voice over.
Scene Two – Inside the Castle
 There are lighting and thunder sound effects.
 Jack, Simon, Dame May Trot, Farmer Paddy Trot and Mother Nature arrive inside the
castle to rescue Princess Apricot.






Scene Three – The Giant’s Kitchen
Giant Blunderbore is revealed, with his eyes being visible first. There are some lighting
and sound effects.
Blunderbore moves to the front of the stage. Smoke effects are used.
There is a fight between Jack and Blunderbore.
The auditorium will be in darkness for around 4 minutes.

Scene Four – A Castle Corridor
 Blunderbore’s voice over.
 There is a choreographed chase as Dame May Trot, Farmer Paddy Trot, Simon, Jack
and Apricot make their escape down the beanstalk.
Scene Five – The Bottom of the Beanstalk
 Blunderbore’s voice over. Sound effects as Fleshcreep and Blunderbore climb down
the beanstalk.

 There is a flash and sound effect as Mother Nature uses magic to produce an axe.
 There are bangs, crashes and lighting effects as the beanstalk collapses and the giant
falls. Blunderbore’s large feet can be seen on stage.
 There is a musical number, followed by pyrotechnics at the end.
Scene Six – Preparing for the Wedding
 Musical sequence with Dame May Trot, Farmer Paddy Trot, Simon and Fleshcreep.
Scene Seven – The Wedding of Jack and Apricot
 All performers appear on stage for the final scene.
 There are pyrotechnics after Jack and Princess Apricot are married.
 There is a final musical number, followed by a bang and glitter.

Arriving at the Theatre
This is the main entrance of the Theatre. There are words and pictures on the windows to
tell you what shows are happening inside.

Entering the Theatre

When you enter the Theatre you will see Box Office to your right. This is where you can buy
tickets for shows, or collect tickets if you have already paid for them. There may be a line of
people waiting in front of you to buy or collect tickets.

The Merchandise Stand is immediately in front of you when you arrive. Here you can buy
snacks and drinks to take into the performance. There may be a line of people waiting to buy
some snacks or drinks.

There is a big space with tables and chairs called the Foyer.
You can have a seat and relax before the show begins or during the interval. There may be
other people sitting at the tables here.

The toilets on the ground floor are found through this door, which is at the back of the foyer.

Inside the Theatre
There will be people dressed in Grand Opera House uniforms. They are called as Hosts.
If you have any questions, or are unsure about anything, a Host will be happy to give you
some help.
When Jack and the Beanstalk is about to begin, you will hear some announcements through
the foyer areas. These announcements may be loud. If you would like to go to a quiet area,
please speak to a Host who will guide you.
Jack and the Beanstalk will take place in the Auditorium.
When it is time for Jack and the Beanstalk to start you should make your way into the
Auditorium. A Host will tell you where your seat is, and how to get to it. There will be other
people going to their seats too.
When you get to your seat, the stage will look like the image below.

Lighting
The lights in the auditorium will be on while you are taking your seat. When the performance
begins they will be dimmed slightly. Don’t worry, the auditorium won’t be too dark.
Sound
The auditorium might be a bit noisy before Jack and the Beanstalk begins, as all the adults
and children will be excited for the show to start.

During the Performance
The performance of Jack and the Beanstalk will last for about 2 hours and 15 minutes. This
includes a 20-minute interval.
Interval
There will be a 20-minute break during Jack and the Beanstalk. This is called the ‘interval’.
Lighting
During the performance, the lights in the auditorium will be dimmed slightly. There may be
times where there will be darkness. Don’t be scared, this will only be for a short time.
Sound
The auditorium may be noisy throughout the performance. Adults and children might be
shouting at times, but this is all part of the show. If you would like to go to a quiet place for
some time out, a Host will be happy to guide you.

Quiet area

There is a quiet area in the Circle Bar. If at any point before or during the performance you
would like to take some time out, please speak to a Host and they will be happy to guide you.

We hope you enjoy the show!
The Grand Opera House welcomes feedback on its accessible performances, so please
contact us at info@goh.co.uk with your comments.

